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1. Introduction. In the study of boundary control systems, fractional
powers of elliptic differential operators are of special importance. They often
appear in optimal control and stabilization problems, and play a central role
there, We consider in this paper a system of differential operators (27, v) in
a bounded domain of ]’ with the boundary /" which consists of a finite
number of smooth components of (rn- 1)-dimension. Actually, let 2 denote
a uniformly elliptic differential operator of order 2 in ,Q defined by

x a,(x) + ] b,(x)- + c(x)u,
"=

where a(x) a(x) for 1 i, j m and x . Associated with is a

boundary operator v of the Neumann or Robin type given by

where (vx(),..., ()) denotes the unit outer normal at F. Necessary
regularity on and on F of coefficients of and z is assumed tacitly.
Moreover () is assumed to have a suitable smooth extension to . Let us
define the linear operators L and M in L() by

Lu u, u (L) {u H() ru O on F}
and

Mu= u, u ( u H(D) ru = N (u, w)rh on

respectively. Here, w L( stand for weight functions of observations
distributed on F;h the actuators belonging to H/( ( ")r the inner
product in L( and p a positive integer depending on the control problems
under consideration. Thus the boundary condition for M may be described
as a feedback type. The operator M is not a standard type in the sense that
the boundary condition is composed of terms of local nature and those of
global nature. All norms hereafter will be L()-or (L())-norms unless
otherwise indicated. As is well known [7], there is a sector

_
a,

a > 0, such that

_
is contained in the resolvent set p(L), where

(2; 0 arg 2] ), 0 < 0 < n/2, and the upper bar means the closure
of a set. Choose a positive constant c(> a), and let L L + c. Then frac-
tional powers of the operator L are well defined. As is well known [2], we
have the characterization of L
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(1) (L) H’’(), 0 _< w < -;
(L3/4) {u H/(2) (x)- (vgu) (x) dx < } and(2)

3
(3) (L) H(9) {u 6 Ha(9) ru= O on F), g< w 1

with equivalence of the graph norms for the left sides and the Sobolev norms
for the right sides. Here, () denotes.the distance from to , and

r 10 + a(x).
The purpose of the paper is to derive similar properties of the operator

M corresponding to (1)-(3): They may be regarded as a considerable gener-
alization of the result in our previous paper [6], in which only weight func-
tions w distributed over were considered and so the inner product in
LZ() (u, w) was used instead of (u, w)r in the present case, and the
power is limited to less than 3/4. In generalizing the result to the present
case, however, some difficulties arise regarding m-accretiveness of the
appearing operator and the limitation of the power . We adopt here a new
approach to overcome the difficulties.

The sesquilinear form associated with M is given by

Big, ] E ai Ox’ Ox + bi x’ + (cg, )
i,j= i=l

k=l

Making use of the form B[u, ] and making necessary modifications of stan-
dard arguments for the elliptic boundary value problem [7]: ( )u f
L(), vu g H/(, we have the following

Proposition 1.1. There is a (> a) such that _, is contained
in p(, and that the following estimate holds:

const- llg

Thus, M generates an analytic semigroup exp(-- t, t > 0.
2. Main result. Our main result corresponds to the relations (1)-(3),

and is stated as follows:
Theorem 2.1. The domain of the fractional powers M, 0 1, is

characterized as follows: *)

(4)

u (); (x) Ivgu-- Z(u, w)rvaRhldx

)’, and

*) The author would like to announce that a characterization of the domain of
the fractional powers Mc, 0 - o <_ 1, corresponding to Theorem 2.1 has been recently

obtained when the boundary operator z" is replaced by the operator of the Dirichlet type.
This result will be reported in the author’s forthcoming paper.
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(6) fl(M) Hr,’= u H(/2) ;zu= <u, w)rhon
k=l

3-< w_< 1,

where R . (HIll(F) H(D)) is a (not unique) prolongation operator such
that

Rh =0,

Outline of the proof
in ()

and - Rh h, h H/2 (F).
F

Let us consider the following differential equation

du
(7) dt +Mu-O’ u(O) =Uo ft(D).

Owing to Proposition 1.1, the problem (7) generates an analytic semigroup
exp (--tM), t > 0 [41, and a unique solution is given by u(t)= exp
(--tM) u0. For any given h HI/2(F), the boundary value problem;
(c + )u 0 in f2, and vu h on F admits a unique solution u H2(t9),
which is denoted by Nh. The operator N belongs to .(H/(F);H(D)).
For any O, 1/4 < ,9 < 3/4, set v(t)= Lu(t). Then we see that v(t)
belongs to fl(L) by (1) and that v(t) satisfies the following differential equa-
tion in L(D);

dv + (L-F)v=O, v(O) vo=Luo,dt
where

fv , (L v, w,> r Lc- Nhk, (F) (L).

Here we note that, if u is in (M), then the function u ]P=i (u, w)r Nh
is in fl(L).

Lemma 2.2. The operator L- F has a compact resolvent. There is a r > 0
such that ’-r is contained in p(L- F), and that

const
(/ L + F) - <_

1 + 1/ l" / e

It is not difficult to show that
(8) ( M)-= L(2 L + F) - Lfor Re 2 < -7". The right-hand side of eqn. (8) is analytic in p(L- F).
Thus, ( M)- has an extension to an operator analytic in 2 p(L- F).
The extension is, however, nothing but the resolvent of M [1]. This shows
that p(L- F) is contained in p(M), and that eqn. (8) holds for R p(L- F)
(more is true. See Corollary 2.4 below).

Choose a larger c( max (/, ’)), if necessary, and consider the frac-
tional powers of M M + c and L --F. According to (8) valid for
p(L- F), we can show that
(9) i= L(L- F)- L.
We prove Lemma 2.3 below. Since the m-accretiveness of the operator Lc

F is not expected, we take another approach different from the one in [6]:
Essentially due to [4, Lemma 7.3], we see that, for 0 _< cr fl, the relations
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((Lc F)) c (L), and (L) c ) ((Lc F)
hold algebraically and topologically. Note that

(L--F) --L= 2i (-L+ F(--L) d

2i 2-(2-L)-F(-L+F)-d, 0wl,

where C denotes the contour; a suitable translation to the right of in the
right half-plane, oriented according to increasing Im . Combining these rela-
tions, we have

Lemma 2.3. The .equivalence relation ((L- F)) (L), 0
< 3/4 + @ holds algebraically and topologically.

According to Lemma 2.3, we see that

L (L F) L L(L F) - (L F) L (L (n)),
since 20 < 3/4 + O. Thus, the relation (9) implies that, for any u (L),

M?((- ) )= , or M L(- F)
which shows that (L) is contained in (M), and that

M ont L , ().
As to the converse relation, set v M u for u (M). Then,

u L(L F)-L v LL(L F)- (L F) L v (),
which shows that (M) is contained in (L), and that

coast M 1, (M).
Therefore, we have shown that (M)- (L)with equivalent graph
norms for any 0, 1/4 < O < 3/4. For a fixed O, 1/4 < O < 3/4, a gener-
alization of the Heinz inequality [3] is applied to M and L to derive that

(My) ((Mfl)) ((L)) (LT), 0
with equivalent graph norms, which proves (4) of the theorem.

The proof of (5) and (6) is carried out as follows: As has been just
proved, we note that (M/) Hi() Let us define an operator T formal-
ly by

(10) v Tu u-- <u, W> r Rh.
k=l

It is not difficult to see that T’is injective (namely, its formal inverse T- ex-
ists), and that

1/2T (( ;(L)) ((M/);(L )), and

T- ((L) () ((L*) ;(M*)).
Note that both Mc and Lc are m-accretive. Then, by the interpolation theory

1/2 1/2
(11) T ([(,(M )];[(L), (L )])

((M-/) (L-/)c ), and

(12) T-6( -/z ), 0 0 1,(L ) ;(M}-)
(see, for example [5, Theorem 6.1]). Thus we see that, for any u (My),
3/4 < w < 1 v: Tu belongs to H() by (3), and that vu-- k=l

2w> r hg..Therefore u belongs to H, (). Conversely, for any u H(), v
Tu belongs to HZ() (L) Thus u belongs to (M) according to
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the relation (12), which proves (6) of the theorem. The relation (5) is similar-
ly proved by means of the operator T. Q.E.D.

We close the paper with the following
Corollary 2.4. For any o ], M is similar to (Lc F) in the sense

that
(13) M L(L F) o L-O, and p (My) p (L F))

Details of the proofs and related control theoretic results will appear
elsewhere.
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